Brixton Green community workshop, Dexter’s playground
Saturday February 9th

Over 100 people attended the event, held at Dexters Playground, in spite of the bitter cold. Exactly
100 people left their contact details, we do not have a record of the number of people that attended
that did not leave their details.
Discussions were animated. There were many questions about the process and how decisions were to
be made. Housing was discussed a lot, and the wish to find a different way of developing Brixton that
put the interests of existing residents at the centre was warmly welcomed. People spoke in favour of
retaining the mural on Carlton Mansions, and wanted to see activities for young people and public
space that could be used by local people for community events. Many other conversations also took
place.
Three questions were used to structure discussions. The replies given to these are summarised below.
These have not yet been sorted by theme.
Material still to be analysed includes maps that people wrote on, which gives views on particular
suggestions, and various written comments that were handed in spontaneously.

Quotes from workshop at Dexter’s playground, February 9th 2013

Question one: What do you think about the plans and the vision
you’ve see?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Great
I think it’s a great idea to regenerate an under-used area. I also like the mixed use
proposals; e.g. elderly community spaces with arts and housing
Theatre: it is for locals or just sounds good but will be used and aimed at North
Londoners like the trendy new Brixton Market – which is not used by locals?
Looks great! Like the fruit trees and the food growing ideas
Great vision for Brixton
I think there are good ideas that we should develop carefully. Asking the local
community to build this is a great idea to transform this project in facts
GREAT! To add more detailed wishes: need a playground and sports centre – houses for
rent or sale – as soon as everything can be kept clean and maintained I would be happy
to invest myself in a house and / or office
I think the chef’s school and a community café is a great idea. I think there should be
money spent on the youth as they are the future
Impressive. Devil is in the detail. Ambitious vision, keep hold of it
I love this idea, especially the Ecological Centre etc., the green space, keeping the
community hub
More planting of trees and maybe allotments and the produce sold locally. I’d like to
see a music venue
I think it’s a good idea, because it can bring more people around
I don’t think that integration of the local population has been taken into consideration
or that support for projects presently operating is supported
Great ideas but what is the reality of it all? Would it push out local people? Or add to
gentrification currently happening? Lots of great ideas but who meets the cost of them?
Housing – affordable in local terms / secure tenure / % of income is affordable
Yes to a theatre, to more social housing, especially for older people, to more trees and
green spaces. Need safe places for young people to hang out safely, to study, etc.
would also welcome more education and training opportunities in the area – for children
for adults and not limited to English as a second language – older people – education in
all areas of F.E.
I really like the idea of the community hub with nursery. I think it would be great for
my children to grow up in a multicultural environment that can teach them diversity
and the beauty of all cultures. I also love the project of the creative hub
It would be good to see Somerleyton Rd become less silent and Moorlands Estate more
integrated
If done without design and social and creative etc. integrity this could be just another
project
I think the plan’s and vision, to transform Somerleyton Road in Brixton is excellent, I’m
looking forward to it
Plans are excellent for their originality of engaging community for development ideas.
Financial model is interesting. Delivery through partnership with council interesting
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I am in full support of developing the area as an artist’s / cultural hub with ecological
perspective
I love these plans! I think it’s REALLY important to keep people CONNECTING with each
other; old and young (as old and young I’d BRING the older people’s social housing in
the MIDDLE of the street – we need to think caring for the vulnerable, not shut them
away!); woman and man; human and animal; human and environment. The fruit trees
are great: connecting people with nature and not supermarket’s “all available all year”
attitude
There is not enough detail to know yet. A vision isn’t clear
Oval House Theatre coming to Brixton is very exciting
Great – nice to see more details on allotment type spaces for local families. Co-ops or
especially self-build for families. Business enterprise zone with courses, advice and
support for local start – up businesses
Supportive of proposed development plans and encouraged to see emphasis on returning
green space in Brixton
They are great
It is really exciting
Pretty good
Excellent, especially round the theatre which will attract people in the area
An interesting idea and it’s nice that there are people who are trying to change things
and try and bring a community feel but I fear that the way we need to go is to sort and
clean up the area first, before adding new
Who will own the freehold of the land? – Who will be the development partner? - What
will be the affordability criteria?
Good to see a comprehensive and positive development proposal
Good ideas for mixed development – social / private / affordable housing. Like idea of
fruit growing trees that are low maintenance. Some pictures of how Brixton used to be
in 1900’s to inspire people. Really don’t want to see hideous plasterboard flats in
hideous colours. Brixton needs a development that is sustainable
Looks impressive but important that people have say in final plans
I think it is well thought through and I like the mixed use scheme. However, there could
be an opportunity to extend a similar scheme to Loughborough Junction which is as
highly populated, yet ALWAYS neglected
Like the idea of new homes – should/must be ALL social housing – no private
development! We have enough new private developments in Brixton pushing house price
up making them unaffordable to Brixton residents
Big improvement
Great concept, need to make sure it’s carried through without missing the original ideas
I really love it – think it’s an amazing vision – only thing extra I would love to see there
to be a primary school. I know 3 families that have had to move out of Brixton because
they couldn’t get their kids into any schools nearby (they didn’t want to move)
Great potential – very exciting! Would like to see other proposals, too
All looks lovely – the more local ownership and involvement the safer will be because
everyone has a steak in it
Fabulous
Fantastic, it may really lighten up the rather dreary area – it is currently not clear what
the existing buildings are used for… will existed businesses (if any) be
rehoused/supported?
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The plans and vision sounds great. It does interest me and it is a great idea
I like the plans but think there should be as much focus on more arts as possible and
more attention to music. Maybe a space for youth to learn how to play instruments and
record songs. Building on the strong connection Brixton has with the industry – it’s well
known for its music venues
I don’t think social housing should be just for the elderly – all age people need this
Positive, I am new to the area so I am not familiar with the land, however it looks good.
I would like to see some space dedicated for teenagers (15-17) for socializing to keep
them out of the bars and off the streets
I think that the vision is good. The idea to bring in more jobs into the community is
good. Also utilising what you already have
Great idea! Private developers should be encouraged to help fund the project. It won’t
happen with just council funding. There seems to be a small but vocal community in
Brixton that resists in private development but they do not understand that investment
needs to come from somewhere
Brixton needs to change and evolve, to attract new London commuter communities.
The plans are a great start to achieving this. The community demographic is changing
and Brixton must change to take advantage of the huge potential
I think that it shows that there is a very positive outlook in the borough. Considerations
for both community and inspiring facilities
It would be nice to see the social housing be pulled more into the centre of the scheme
and perhaps a connection made with the community hub. Perhaps a more public set of
gardens somewhere in the scheme.
Social enterprises encouraged - create jobs and train people – High St returned to local
businesses – not rent which allow developers and money seekers create money
generators (don’t take cash out, put it back)
Glad to see positive plans for the area and community. It has become a neglected area
and a forgotten part of Brixton.
Getting social and affordable housing is very important – can there be a public space
where OHT currently is? – think OHT being tacked right onto Carlton Mansions not a
good idea: less sense of space and don’t want to destroy what is one beautiful building
I like the general idea, especially the chapter of the road with fruit trees – this will
improve the look of the area
Some buildings are too high and block out the sky to the existing homes. People get
depressed in long dreary winters so no light eventually should be lost. Therefore Oval
Theatre should not build up against Carlton Mansions. Noise is a big issue for residents
and Lambeth have repeatedly failed to take this seriously – therefore it needs to be
well built/sound insulated and managed very well against anti-social behaviour
Very good idea. It will up lift the community. More fruits.
Excellent – great achievement – must keep communication with all the other members
so that they feel they are contributing
More open space that people can use for the community events
It really needs the highest quality architecture which is currently lacking in Brixton
Somerleyton Road needs should be very well articulated. Row of homes built with fruit
gardens may not work well, they will be liked for car parking
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Question 2: What can the project do for the neighbourhood and
communities around Somerleyton Rd?
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Make area nicer
It could be positive but I think that it’s important not to have any unintended
consequences that push local people out of the area. For instance the housing should be
affordable (maybe all social?)
Homes that are for everyone, a mix of private and council
Shape oops – for the young professionals moving to London
Provide jobs/activities - places to go for community – education and training for young
people
It is important that the facilities it provides to be intergenerational – from housing to
leisure. There should also be room for businesses or small organizations as it is
important that they are integrated into the communities they dwell in
Give a new life to the area. Mix of people. Nice extension of existing Brixton centre. I
am happy of buy a house (within a year) and / or have an office in the creative hub. I
may be also happy to develop an alternative therapy centre for counselling, massage,
kinesitherapy, acupuncture
Hopefully bring the community together. There need to be a community in Brixton
Any positive development of this Road will help, but on-going dynamic presence will
help
Stop the crime and depressed feel of the area
Bring a sense of community
Make a lot of things around the area like an open space to do things
You tell me
Make sure any housing is affordable – social housing – protect heritage
Mixture of sizes of family homes hope to downsize sheltered housing. Young people –
studies
Working in the arts already I think it would fantastic if the creative hub could become a
community arts centre with recording / mixing / mastering facilities and rehearsal
spaces at low cost for young musicians of the area. I would also love the idea of
workshops: music / photo / languages
For me, most importantly I think it could best serve the community at this time by
providing council housing; i.e. owned and serviced by th council at rents affortable to
those in low pay
Shops below, flats above – do it right
I think the project can breathe new life into Brixton’s communities and make things
better for visitors and people living in the area
Create street life. Activities for young people – music, dance, art. Engage with
streetscape at Moorlands
Bring life at a curiously “dead” strip of Brixton. There is so much vibrancy in the area –
however currently Somerleyton Road is a “wasteland”
Connect – connect – connect. Moving forward all of us need to CARE MORE for each
other, especially as adult social care will be cut shortly (Barnet graph of doom”
scenario!)
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Health and fitness centre / community centre that focuses on “youth at risk” / a place
for sports mentoring workshops / fitness and team building activities can help to build a
stronger young community
Provide a hub or centre for community events – Hall and space hire, petting zoo, offices
and workshops for rent.
Ensure there is community consultation and buy-in from Moorland Estate. Ensure a mix
of social / private housing in new developments
How about giving “Sam’s wheels”: a space to share his mechanic skills with the
community
Unfortunately, it could contribute to the general gentrification of Brixton, even if
Brixton Green is supposed to be for “regeneration” and “anti-gentrification”.
Gentrification just happens. Some of the people getting involved in this could lose their
homes as a result. PLEASE DON’T FORGET THIS!
Er… don’t know
Tie together the Moorlands side and the Railton Road side at Somerleyton Passage: e.g.
print signs posting to the nursery in Railton Road
Work on getting the existing playground and the rail for the road to be better used
Not sure; you are ignoring a lot of the people who live there already and try to appeal
to the outsiders who don’t live in Brixton
I would like to link the space in front of Southwyck House (barrier block) to the Brixton
Green proposal. I would like the whole site between Somerleyton Road to be park /
recreational use
Provide employment, community focus through food growing schemes. Affordable
housing. Preservation and renovation of Carlton Mansions. This will provide a well-cared
environment that puts something historical back into Brixton
Improve services, hopefully. There should be co-production
Create a hub – hopefully used by those within the community. The existing buildings
often underused
Create space for gardening and social interaction. For there to be as much green as
concrete. Need “usable” communal gardens
Aim for a mix of uses and housing tenures as best basis for a diverse and stable
community
Improve quality of life, the main thing – reduce crime levels
Link neighbourhoods up – provide outside and inside communal space and opportunities
to interest – new affordable homes – improved environment/surroundings
Provide safe place to refuge? If you are being chased by gangs
A huge lift
Hopefully engage with residents of Somerleyton Estate, perhaps initially offering
reduced prices for local community as an introduction. Hopefully it will encourage
different people use/engage with services. Hopefully will be mixed communities
accessing services
I believe it can create a more friendly society and improve working relationships in
general with one another. For the history of Somerleyton itself, it’s very good
Increase the vibrancy, bring more jobs, offer a safe community
Locality memberships pass to encourage the estate residents to access arts/food
growing etc.
Unite them and build a stronger, safer place to live
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•
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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•
•
•
•

I believe that it is important to have more things out there for the younger generation.
Things that will put them on the right truck to help them in the future. Creating a space
that people will want to come to.
Regeneration in an area that has been neglected
Attract new private investment and in doing so, fuel regeneration
It can create things for younger and aged individuals, which will elevate the positive
energy, create more aesthetically pleasing buildings and provide necessary services
Create a sustainable, mutually supportive community with spaces for small local
businesses
Brighten up and retain character – allow safe sharing of affordable cultural events –
don’t expel market traders who support the local community and provide alternative to
supermarkets
Make people all involved, part of a community where people love about their
surroundings and each other. Provide housing, jobs and kids’ groups
Not push people out, ensure council/affordable housing, environmentally friendly and
sustainable project
I think it will help with employment opportunities etc. having more community events
and workshops will help keep the spin of the community
Bring allotments, safe spaces, cheap artists space – build new passive housing –
insulated and with low impact
Better relationship with each other – youth centre – gym – better relationship with all
cultures
Bring it together but it must make sense. It interlinks common places – Brixton station
road, Brixton village, etc.
Need more places for people to sit, chat and meet. Suggest plaza on Coldharbour Lane
There is much level of gentrification in Brixton and little prospect of change.
Somerleyton Road needs very careful treatment
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Question three: What would you like to see in 10 years’ time?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Mature trees
A thriving community with a mix of people, culture, business …
Well built, designed, good architecture. Not just cheap crap badly designed homes
Less crime – people feel safe there- an allotment – integration with rest of Brixton
A community that is held as a benchmark for social image, engagement, forward
thinking and challenging the social norms
Stronger community – even bigger cultural life – a greener Brixton with more public
spaces – local economy and local products
We could get quite a few other cultural / creative / health / training / educational /
restaurant / nurse school / dance school and a HOTEL!!! (no proper hotel, nor bed and
breakfast in Brixton!!)
A vibrant community where the youth are included as unemployment is high among
them
A more integrated, prosperous, vibrant community
A peaceful, happy community in Somerleyton Rd
Sustainability
I would like the area to be positive
The estate opposite the area destroyed
New building which add to the area’s landscape, current heritage repaired, maintained
and enjoyed. Affordable housing for all. A more friendly road – looking used
Renting is important
I would like Brixton to maintain its current diverse aspect – as that is what drew me
here in the first place. I would like everyone to be able to live here, without it
becoming not affordable. I’d like the sense of community to be strong
Homes still in council ownership – nuclear dawn mural preserved/restored and
celebrated on site – view of it enabled by the Oval House Development. Glass wall?
We have to make sure that not all the town centres become the same. We have to keep
Somerleyton distinct
I would like to see Brixton raised up for the people living here and Brixton having a
more positive name than it currently has Brixton people want to work and jobs, jobs is
what people want
A thriving neighbourhood, energetic community, street – life, exemplar environmental
housing, yearly show-casing event for social sustainability
Capitalizing on the unique cultural and artistic mix of the area. Support for individual
small business and fewer phone shops!
Communities and people taking more personal responsibility – not expecting councils to
solve ALL problems (this won’t be possible anyway because of cuts). We each have to
care – walk around help and ACT to create the city we want to live in
A Brixton Green website that has some real detail, not a scarily vague mass of noninformation
Brixton Green developed as a hub for culture and wellbeing / young business village (12
month subsidised offices / shops for people to get their business off the ground)
The space is used by everyone in the community –rich, poor, black and white. Brixton
seen as pinnacles of integration
A vibrant co-operative that really embraces Brixton
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I would like to still be able to afford living on Somerleyton Rd and not see that I have
been pushes out be rising rents with half my neighbours, because Brixton had become a
“nicer place to live”
More greenery
What can you offer me in ten years’ time?
Replace the cold carwash with a free open air gym
Gorgeous homes/flats in the style of the grand villas that used to be there and are still
on Loughborough Road. Treelines avenue / boulevard. Use of brick to build homes so
that they last. This is more expensive than wood and probably less sustainable but at
least they would last as the Victorian buildings that have survived in other parts of
Brixton. Wrought iron – Italianate balcony’s – no Perspex please
Services that are shaped by the local community for them
All segments of Brixton community using all the place together / alongside each other.
Workshops held by former participants to offer long term sustainability and
development of skills.
More social housing
Room for people to garden, become self – sufficient
Something that will last and not need rebuild again in 20 years’ time!
All the visions have come to life and it still be animated and alive – not have become
run down
A safe and diverse lived in space
Peaceful community
Vibrancy - harmony
All projects to have long-term engagement and sustainability in Somerleyton Road. It
still to look good. More planting generally – more trees/flowers. Street festivals hosted
by the participants of the arts organisations. (P.S. why wasn’t this held closer to
Somerleyton Road? Not exactly engaging with the local community and residents of
Somerleyton!! And more pens needed – cheap bics with no lids rarely get “borrowed”)
Major major improvement on the current status of the proposed area. Myself being a
current member of the area, I am fully aware of the past history it currently represents
I would like to see a strong local community which is safe and offering a rich mix of
cultures – not gentrification!
A thriving forward thinking, integrated, productive, creative and supportive community
that exemplifies the true Brixton Ethos!
The project flourishing!
An upbeat place with loads of culture flourishing out of it. People working and playing
together and a space where people would like to come to
Successful implementation of the project. Less talk and more action to the council
Brixton being known as a safe environment, grown be small enterprise and large
business investments. Local amenities to cater for a “one step shop” community
I would like to see a removal of the concrete jungles and council estates for actual
street facing homes. More trees and green areas and art based structures
Development in Brixton which benefits the community that is here now and that this is
still the case in 10 years’ time
A mix of communities interacting positively not on an emphasis on shopping malls and
consumerism at the expense of people – housing for young people born and grown up in
the area
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•
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•
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•
•

A cleaner, greener area and a community that belongs to Brixton. To include all social
groups. A place to be happy to say you live there.
That Brixton has protected its lower income residents as a result of this
Decent, affordable, well managed social housing and artists’ studios. Handsome,
sympathetic architecture – passive housing – zero carbon etc. – well built and
maintained. Small creative businesses and I don’t mean web-designers and commercial
techie stuff, but crafts people and artisans.
Better relationship with the Police – honesty etc. – youth centre
Somerleyton as a nice space that links all the different “themes” in the area
Cleaner, safer more cohesive.

For more information please contact: nicola.bacon@social-life.co or saffron.woodcraft@social-life.co
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